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Abstract. Critical to the scalability of parallel adaptive simulations are parallel control functions including load balancing,
reduced inter-process communication and optimal data decomposition. In distributed meshes, many mesh-based applications
frequently access neighborhood information for computational purposes which must be transmitted efficiently to avoid parallel
performance degradation when the neighbors are on different processors. This article presents a parallel algorithm of creating and
deleting data copies, referred to as ghost copies, which localize neighborhood data for computation purposes while minimizing
inter-process communication. The key characteristics of the algorithm are: (1) It can create ghost copies of any permissible
topological order in a 1D, 2D or 3D mesh based on selected adjacencies. (2) It exploits neighborhood communication patterns
during the ghost creation process thus eliminating all-to-all communication. (3) For applications that need neighbors of neighbors,
the algorithm can create n number of ghost layers up to a point where the whole partitioned mesh can be ghosted. Strong and
weak scaling results are presented for the IBM BG/P and Cray XE6 architectures up to a core count of 32,768 processors. The
algorithm also leads to scalable results when used in a parallel super-convergent patch recovery error estimator, an application
that frequently accesses neighborhood data to carry out computation.
Keywords: Ghost entities, mesh database, neighborhood communication, massively parallel architectures

1. Introduction
Unstructured mesh methods, like finite elements and
finite volumes, effectively support the analysis of complex physical behaviors modeled by partial differential
equations over general three-dimensional domains. In
many cases, the ability to solve problems of practical
interest requires the use of billions of spatial degrees
of freedom and thousands of implicit time steps. Problems of such size can only be solved by distributing the
mesh on massively parallel computers. As analysis is
performed on a massively parallel computer with distributed meshes, consideration must be given to interprocess communication and synchronization to ensure
the efficiency of such parallel computations.
In a distributed unstructured mesh, most of the communications are within a set of neighboring processors.
That is, the analysis code accesses adjacent mesh entities to compute parameters needed during the computation. Therefore, it is important to cluster elements
* Corresponding author: Ms. Misbah Mubarak, Scientific Computation Research Center (SCOREC), Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
110 8th St, Troy, NY 12180, USA. Tel.: +1 518 951 0857; E-mail:
mubarm@rpi.edu.

or mesh entities in a way to minimize the number
of adjacent mesh entities belonging to different processors, thus minimizing communication [9]. Even
then, specific operations for example, mesh smoothing, calculating error estimate and local geometric reconstruction (e.g. subdivision surfaces) requires data
from mesh entities internal to neighboring processors.
One means to support providing this data that minimizes communication overheads, is by the addition
of copies of the data, referred to as ghost copies, as
needed on neighboring processors. The basic purpose
of a ghost copy is to localize the data for computation
on partition boundaries. The ghosting algorithm provides an application with the complete parallel neighborhood information in a partitioned mesh which can
speed-up repeating calculations. If the ghost data becomes invalid due to ghost values change, ghost data
must be updated [16]. Some applications like parallel
mesh smoothing [11] and parallel error estimation [37]
may require a single ghost layer which comprises of
mesh entities adjacent to the partition boundary entities. In some cases, applications like local error estimation on high order discretization, or parallel geometric approximation improvement [34], more than one
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layer of ghost entities can be required; the new ghost
layer consists of neighboring mesh entities of the previous ghost layer. To support the application requirements, the ghosting algorithm presented in this paper
can ghost up-to n ghost layers. In addition to direct
unstructured mesh applications, the ghosting methods
presented here can be used for other applications where
topological adjacency information can be used to coordinate the sharing of neighborhood information. An
example of this type under current development are
particle-in-cell methods [30,32] where copies of particle data for neighbors is critical.
For distributed meshes, it is useful to define a component which defines both a specification for an API
and an abstract data model that specifies the semantics of the data passed through the interface. The advantage of a component based approach is that the focus is on interfaces rather on data structures or file formats. This allows any application using the component
to use another implementation of the same component API, as all implementations comply with the same
component-based functionality. iMeshP is a parallel
unstructured mesh component developed by the Interoperable Technologies for Advanced Peta-scale Simulations (ITAPS) [17], which provides the functionality to create, query and modify a parallel distribution
of a mesh. The Flexible distributed Mesh DataBase
(FMDB) is an iMeshP compliant distributed mesh
management system that provides a parallel mesh infrastructure capable of handling general non-manifold
models while effectively supporting parallel adaptive
analysis [27,28]. The ghost creation/deletion algorithm
presented in this paper is developed for FMDB as part
of the iMeshP specification for effectively supporting
ghost entity creation, retrieval and deletion.
This paper describes a parallel N -layer ghost creation and deletion algorithm that utilizes neighborhood communication to create up to n ghost layers
(n  1). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
paper that describes the ghost creation and deletion
algorithms with a detailed performance analysis on
massively parallel architectures up to a core count of
32,768 MPI processes. The contribution of this paper
is: (1) It presents an efficient ghost creation and deletion algorithm by utilizing neighborhood communication methodology [23] to reduce the message passing
overheads; (2) The algorithm has been shown to scale
for massively parallel architectures like Blue Gene/P
and Cray XE6 up to a core count of 32,768 processors;
(3) The usage of the algorithm has been demonstrated

in massively parallel meshing applications i.e. the parallel error estimation procedure with a weak scaling
study on a high scale of 32,768 MPI processes. The
organization of the paper is as follows: Section 2 provides information about distributed mesh representation which is essential in understanding the ghosting
algorithm. Sections 3 and 4 discuss the design and implementation of N -layer ghost creation and deletion
algorithms. Section 5 presents strong and weak scaling results of the ghosting algorithm followed by an
N -layer efficiency analysis on two massively parallel
architectures i.e. Cray XE6 and IBM BG/P up to a core
count of 32,768. Section 6 describes the application
of ghosting in parallel super-convergent patch recovery
(SPR) based error estimation.

2. Distributed mesh representation
The process of ghost creation/deletion is dependent
on having a topology-based mesh database that answers basic queries about mesh entities and their topological adjacencies [3]. For the ghost creation/deletion
algorithm, we use the Flexible Distributed Mesh
Database (FMDB) [27,28]. FMDB is a distributed
mesh management system which effectively supports
parallel adaptive analysis and makes parallel mesh infrastructure capable of handling general non-manifold
models. This section gives a description of FMDB,
its abstract data model and meshing terminologies followed by a description of the parallel mesh component,
iMeshP.
The mesh is a collection of mesh entities with controlled size, shape and distribution. The relationships
of entities of a mesh are defined by topological adjacencies, which form a graph of the mesh [3]. Unstructured meshes are effectively described using a topology
based representation in which the members of the hierarchy of topological entities of regions, faces, edges
and vertices are defined plus adjacencies that describe
how the mesh entities connect to each other. There are
many options in the design of mesh data structure in
terms of which entities are explicitly represented and
which connectivities are stored [27]. If a mesh representation stores all 0 to d dimension entities explicitly,
where an entity dimension can be a vertex, edge, face
or a region, then it is a full representation. Completeness of adjacency indicates the ability of a mesh representation to provide any type of adjacencies requested
without involving an operation dependent on the mesh
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size such as the global mesh search or mesh traversal. Regardless of whether the representation is full or
reduced, if all adjacency information is obtainable in
O(1) time, the representation is complete, otherwise, it
is incomplete.
We assume a full and complete representation
through out this paper. Implementations with reduced
complete representations using all the same overall algorithms are possible, with the addition of some complexities within the mesh database API functions [27].
In a distributed mesh representation, the mesh domain is decomposed into a number of parts, or subdomains where each part holds a subset of a mesh.
Each part is treated as a serial mesh with addition of
mesh part boundaries for entities that are on inter-part
boundaries. The mesh entities on part-boundaries are
shared by more than one part. In distributed meshes,
each processor holds one or more mesh parts. In this
paper, we use the mapping of one mesh part assigned to
each MPI process. Due to the evolving nature of adaptive methods, load imbalance can be introduced into
the solution process which makes it critical to dynamically load balance the mesh entities. To effectively support mesh adaptation, FMDB supports dynamic entity
migration and load balancing procedures [27].
To handle the requirements of distributed memory applications, the ITAPS parallel mesh component,
iMeshP, provides a distributed representation [22]. The
abstract data model of iMeshP consists of the core concepts and data structures to support distributed meshes
i.e.: (1) A mesh partition, which is responsible for mapping entities to parts and parts to processes; (2) Mesh
entities are owned by exactly one part where the owner
mesh entity has the right of modification; (3) Mesh
entities can be classified as an internal entity (an entity not on inter-part boundary), a part-boundary entity
(an entity on inter-part boundary which are shared between parts) or a ghost entity (a non-part boundary entity which is not owned by the part). A common interface is built on top of this abstract data model to
support distributed mesh operations for example, creating and modifying partitions, create and delete ghost
entities, entity migration, determine an entity’s ownership status etc. To support the ghost entity creation, retrieval and deletion functionality in FMDB as part of
the iMeshP specification, we have designed the ghost
creation and deletion algorithm presented in this paper.
Before describing the ghosting algorithms, it is useful to introduce some nomenclature in FMDB.
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Mesh nomenclature
M
an abstract model of the mesh.
the ith entity of dimension d in the
Mid
model M . The entity dimension d
of an entity is 0 for a vertex, 1 for an
edge, 2 for a face and 3 for a region.
set of entities on the boundary of
{∂(Mid )}
Mid .
{Mid {M q }} set of entities of dimension q that
are adjacent to Mid . For example
{M13 {M 0 }} is the set of all vertices
that are adjacent to the region M13 .
d
set of part id(s) where Mid exists.
P[Mi ]
{Mid {M q }j } The jth entity in the set of entities
of dimension q in model M that are
adjacent to Mid . For example
{M13 {M 0 }2 } is the second vertex
adjacent to region M13 .
The union of mesh entities over all the parts define the
complete mesh being operated in parallel [28]. Mesh
entities can be migrated between parts; that process
includes constructing/updating on-part and inter-part
mesh adjacencies. Figure 1 represents a 2D mesh distributed on four parts where solid lines show the part
boundaries. The vertex Mi0 is common to four parts
and on each part several edges like Mj1 are common
to two parts. To keep the part boundary mesh entities
synchronized with their copies, mesh entities on part
boundaries must keep track of their duplicates. One
way to do this is to store remote copy and remote part
information for each part boundary entity.
Definition 1 (Remote part). A part where an entity is
duplicated.
For example in Fig. 1, Mj1 is owned by part P1 and
it has a remote copy on part P0 . Mj1 will keep information on part P1 about the remote part P0 where it has
been duplicated. Parallel methods are provided to determine inter-part adjacency information for mesh entities (faces, edges and vertices) on the inter-part boundaries. These parallel methods develop communication
links among parts to provide remote copy and ownership information of mesh entities that are duplicated
from other parts.
Definition 2 (Remote copy). Refers to memory location of a mesh entity duplicated on a remote part p.
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Fig. 1. Distributed Mesh on four parts.

The memory location is the address where an entity
is duplicated on a remote part. For example, in Fig. 1,
Mi0 is duplicated on parts P0 , P1 , P2 and P3 . Part P0
owns entity Mi0 and Mi0 stores the memory addresses
of its remote copies on rest of three parts. This keeps
the owner entity Mi0 on part P0 synchronized with its
remote copies on other parts.
Mesh entities are owned by exactly one part where
ownership is the right to modify. Ownership of an entity can be changed during the course of computation
due to re-partitioning of a mesh or due to migration operations. For entities on part boundaries, the entity will
exist on several parts, one of which is designated the
owner. Within a part, a mesh entity can have one of the
three classifications.
• Internal Entity: An owned entity that is not on a
part boundary. For example, in Fig. 1, interior entities are labeled. An interior entity does not have
a remote copy on other parts.
• Boundary Entity: A shared entity on a part boundary. For example, in Fig. 1, Mi0 is a part boundary vertex which is owned by P1 and has a remote
copy on other parts.
• Ghost Entity: A read-only copy of a non-owned
entity that is not a shared part boundary entity. For
example, Fig. 2 shows ghost faces Mi2 which are
created after the one layer ghost creation procedure is applied.
Definition 3 (Neighboring parts). Part A neighbors
Part B if Part A has remote copies of entities owned by

part B or if part B has remote copies of entities owned
by part A.
For example, in Fig. 1, the neighboring parts of P0
are P1 , P2 and P3 as Mi0 which is owned by P0 has
remote copies on P1 , P2 and P3 . Within a part, the term
“copy” of an entity refers to either ghost entity or a part
boundary entity owned by a remote part.
It is also useful to define the notion of a partition
model entity and partition classification. A partition
model entity groups the mesh entities residing on the
same part and the partition classification provides a
mapping of the mesh entities to their partition model
entity.
Definition 4 (Partition model entity). A partition model entity, Pid , represents a group of mesh entities of dimension d that reside on the same mesh part.
Definition 5 (Partition classification). The unique association of mesh topological entities of dimension d,
Mid to the partition model entity Pid .
3. Design of ghosting algorithm
The ghost creation and deletion algorithm can be effectively used to reduce communication costs in applications that need access to neighborhood data during
computation [20]. Previous work [2,7,19,35] has been
done to create ghost data through message-passing.
However, most of these approaches use MPI collective
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Fig. 2. A distributed mesh on two parts. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)

operations to exchange ghost messages and others do
not present the scaling data of the ghosting algorithms.
In general, the ghost creation and deletion process can
be applied to support any parallel meshing applications
whose operations rely heavily on inter-process data exchange and movements to reduce communication overheads. In the areas of finite element simulations, aside
from the parallel error estimation application, ghosting can be used with parallel mesh smoothing, and
geometric reconstruction procedures, such as subdivision surfaces, to help eliminate extensive inter-process
communications.
The design requirements for the N -layer ghost creation/deletion algorithm follow those of the iMeshP
specification [16]. Ghost entities are copies of additional, non-part boundary entities which are requested
by an application to enable efficient computation.
A ghost entity is specified through a bridge entity and
a ghost entity can be either a mesh region, face or
an edge. Ghost regions are used to support a number of mesh-based applications, two common examples are: (1) Error estimation procedures like parallel super-convergent patch recovery presented in Section 6; (2) Parallel mesh smoothing operations to synchronize smoothing of part boundary vertices. The
number of layers in the ghosting process are measured from the inter-part boundary. The first layer of

ghosts comprises of entities that are directly adjacent
to the part boundary entities. Entities in the next ghost
layer comprise of neighbors of the previous ghost layers through a bridge entity. Some applications like interpolation subdivision surface scheme [34], in which
the whole patch of the mesh entities to be subdivided
is distributed on parts, require at-least two ghost layers. This section describes the design aspects of the N layer ghost creation/deletion algorithm.
3.1. Input and output parameters of ghost creation
process
Before describing the input parameters for ghost
creation, it is useful to describe the concepts of ghost
and bridge entities.
Definition 6 (Ghost entity vs. bridge entity). If Mjb is
a bridge entity and {Mjb {M g }i , b < g}, is not a null
g

set, then every entity Mi in the set is a ghost candidate.
An application must specify the following parameters to initiate the ghost creation process:
• Ghost type “g”: g is the dimension of the ghost
entities where the ghost dimension can be a region, face or an edge in a 3D mesh.
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• Bridge type “b”: b is the dimension of the bridge
entities where the bridge dimension can be a face,
edge or a vertex in a topological mesh representation.
• Number of layers “n”: n is the number of layers
of ghost entities. Layers are measured from interpart boundary of the mesh.

3.3. Multiple ghost layers
Another feature of the ghosting algorithm is the ability to support multiple layers. When multiple layers are
requested by an application, the ghosting process starts
with the first (innermost) layer of ghosts adjacent to
the part boundary. After collecting entities for the first
layer, it collects entities for the second layer by treating the first layer of ghosts as part of the mesh for the
second layer. For multiple layers, it marks all bridge
and ghost entities already processed for the previous
layers. Care is taken that the same element is not added
as a ghost again, at this point the algorithm is required
to create only single copies of a ghost entity.
Figure 3(a) demonstrates an initial 2-part mesh before the application of ghost creation procedure. Figure 3(b) and (c) shows the same 2-part ghosted mesh
with one and two layers of ghost regions (bridge vertices) surrouding the part boundaries.

Bridge entities are on the boundary of higher order
mesh entities that are to be ghosted. Thus, the lowest
possible dimension of a ghost entity can be an edge
in which case the bridge dimension will be a vertex.
For example, Fig. 2 shows 1 ghost layer with bridge
edges (Mj1 ) and ghost faces (Mi2 ) which makes the
ghost dimension, bridge dimension and number of layers as 2, 1 and 1 respectively. The ghost creation algorithm takes the ghost dimension, bridge dimension and
number of layers to be created and outputs a ghosted
mesh with ghost entities of ghost type “g” created using bridge entities of bridge type “b” with “n” layers
of ghost entities.

3.4. Communication pattern

3.2. Ownership of ghosts
In shared memory systems, data read/write operations are straight-forward as the processes share the
same address space whereas in distributed systems,
each process has its own address space and data communication is performed through message-passing.
Adaptive meshes can have billions of elements and the
analysis procedure for such large meshes may require
a million or more compute cores. In the past, most of
the massively parallel architectures such as IBM Blue
Gene series [15], Cray series (like Cray XT5 and Cray
XE6 [5]) have effectively supported distributed memory paradigm. Recently with systems like IBM Blue
Gene/Q [12] and Cray XC30 [21], the possibilities of
using a hybrid paradigm comprising of threads and
message-passing are being evaluated. We are currently
working to support a hybrid paradigm for FMDB.
The usage of hybrid memory paradigm in FMDB will

The iMeshP data model defines rules about the
amount of information that an implementation must
manage. To avoid excessive communication between
parts, whenever a ghost entity is created, the original entity whose ghost is created, is designated as
the owner entity. The owner entity must locally store
information about all its ghost copies that exist on
other parts. The ghost copy must also store information about its owner entity and the owning part. This
provides a mechanism to keep the owner entity synchronized with their ghost copies on other parts and
vice versa [6,16]. By storing this information locally,
the following queries can be answered without involving remote communication between parts (i) the ownership information of a ghost entity or (ii) the information about the ghost copies of an original entity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. One and two layer ghost creation on an electromagnetic mesh divided in two parts. (a) Partitioned mesh without ghosting. (b) Mesh
after 1-layer of ghost regions. (c) Mesh after 2-layers of ghost regions. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/
10.3233/SPR-130361.)
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eliminate the overhead of duplicating data within the
parts residing on the same compute node. With hybrid
paradigm in place, the ghosting algorithm will only
be required for part boundaries between parts that reside on different MPI process. We further anticipate
that there will be no need of ghost creation/deletion
among parts that reside on the same compute node due
to shared memory access. In this paper, we evaluate the
ghosting algorithm with distributed memory paradigm
as it is effectively supported by most massively parallel
architectures.
In distributed mesh applications, most of the interpart communication involves neighboring MPI processors. The ghost creation and deletion algorithms is
based on a distributed memory paradigm [1,10] where
ghost entities are created by sending ghost creation
messages to its neighboring parts. For large meshes
having billions of elements, the number of ghost creation messages can be considerably large which may
cause increased latency if the communication is not optimized. Communication during ghost creation can be
optimized by avoiding unnecessary collective communication operations and by buffering small messages.
For this purpose, the ghosting algorithm uses IPComMan [24], a general purpose communication package
built on top of MPI that provides neighborhood communication by eliminating large number of small message through message packing. For readers interested
in the distinguishing aspects of the neighborhood communication and message packing in parallel meshes,
details are presented in [23,24]. Previous experiments
concerning the scales of meshes on parallel machine
are also discussed in this work.
As a mesh entity of dimension > 0 is bounded by
lower dimension entities, these lower dimension entities are also carried along for ghost creation at destination parts. One tempting approach is to carry along
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all the lower dimension downward adjacent entities of
a ghost. For example, if the ghost dimension is region,
then its downward adjacent faces, edges and vertices
can also be carried to destination parts. Doing so introduces extra communication overhead as the number of
ghost creation messages will increase significantly. To
avoid this situation, the ghosting algorithm only takes
the top-dimension entity to be ghosted and its downward adjacent vertices to the destination part. At the
destination parts, local copies of missing adjacencies
are created using vertex information.
3.5. Mesh entity and ghost information
A mesh entity in FMDB is a data structure which
stores information such as its geometric classification,
partition classification and remote copy information.
To relate the ghost information with the mesh entity
data structure, we store the ghost information in an independent data structure and link it to the mesh entity
data structure using an index number. This way, a mesh
entity’s ghost information is retrieved in O(1) time using the ghost index number.
Figure 4 shows the class diagram that describes the
relationship of the ghost information with the mesh
entity data structure. A mesh entity can be a vertex,
edge, face or a region. A mesh vertex stores its coordinates information (coords) and upward adjacency
information (up_adj). An edge and a face both store
upward and downward adjacency information (up_adj
and down_adj resp.). Faces and regions also store
their topology information (topo). A region only stores
downward adjacency information (down_adj) as it has
the highest topological dimension. A mesh entity may
or may not have ghosting information but the ghosting
information is always related to a mesh entity.

Fig. 4. Class diagram of mesh entity and ghosting information.
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4. Implementation of ghosting algorithm
The computational model of the ghost creation and
deletion algorithm follow the FMDB model described
in Section 2. This section describes the algorithms used
in the implementation of N -layer ghost creation and
deletion. It also discusses the parallel aspects of the
algorithm i.e. mapping of parts to MPI processes and
how the global coordination is performed between the
parts.
4.1. Overview of ghost creation and deletion
algorithms
The input to the ghost creation algorithm uses a distributed mesh representation in which the mesh is divided into mesh parts. Each mesh part is treated as a
serial mesh with addition of part boundaries for entities that lie on the inter-part boundary. Each part is
mapped to a single MPI process. The communication
between the parts is done through message-passing.
Algorithm 1 presents the major steps required in the
ghost creation algorithm. The computation in Steps 1
and 2 is performed locally on a part (resp. MPI process). Step 3 performs nearest-neighbor communication with neighboring parts using IPComMan neighborhood communication package [23] to eliminate duplicate remote entities. Step 4 also exploits the neighborhood communication patterns of IPComMan to create ghost entities on neighboring parts. The ghost deletion algorithm performs local computation to delete
any existing ghost entities. It does not require communication among parts for deleting ghost entities.
As ghost entities are created to localize the non partboundary data on neighboring parts, ghost entities may
become outdated after mesh modification operations
are performed. In such a case, following mesh modification, synchronization may be performed among parts
to ensure that the distributed mesh is consistent and
valid across all parts. During mesh synchronization,
ghost entities that require an update, may be deleted
using the ghost deletion algorithm and then re-created
through the ghost creation procedure. This ensures that
the ghost data stays up-to-date after mesh modification.
4.2. Ghost creation algorithm
The ghost creation algorithm Create_Ghosts creates
ghost entities in a distributed mesh given the dimension
of ghost and bridge entities (g and b respectively) and
the number of ghost layers (n). The overall procedure
for ghost creation comprises of the following steps:

1. Collect entities of given ghost dimension “g” adjacent to part boundary bridge entities of dimension “b” and determine the destination parts of
the “g” dimensional entities.
2. If the specified number of ghost layers is more
than 1, process next ghost layer such that the
ghost entities in previous layers are not added
again.
3. For part boundary entities that exist on multiple
parts, more than one part can collect the same
part boundary entity (original entity or its remote
copy) for the same destination part. One round
of communication is carried out to eliminate any
duplicate ghost creation messages.
4. Exchange ghost entity information among parts,
create ghost entities on destination parts and update ghost owner entities with ghost copy information.
5. Store ghost information rule consisting of g, b
and n in the part so that the ghosting information can be retrieved later during ghost deletion
process or mesh synchronization.
Figure 5(a) and (b) illustrates the example 2D partitioned mesh to be used to demonstrate the working of
ghost creation and deletion algorithm throughout this
section.
Algorithm 1 shows the steps used for ghost creation given the parameters g, b and n. During the
ghost creation process, the entities collected for ghosting are maintained in a vector entitiesToGhost where
entitiesToGhost[1 . . . n] contains entities to be ghosted
at each layer. The downward adjacent vertices that are
required for ghost creation are collected in
entitiesToGhost[0]. Each part maintains a separate
entitiesToGhost[0 . . . n] vector and every entity collected for ghosting has a data structure ghostParts[Mig ]
g
which is mapped to Mi . To keep track of the destination parts of a ghost entity, the data structure ghostParts
g
holds the destination part IDs of Mi . This way, the
destination part of a ghost entity can be efficiently retrieved in O(1) time without carrying out any form of
search operation.
For simplicity of notation, we use (1) Premote to denote a remote part (2) R[Mid ] to denote the set of remote copies of an entity Mid .
4.2.1. Step 1: Ghost collection for first layer
Algorithm 1, Step 1 collects ghost candidates adjacent to part boundary bridge entities in the first layer.
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An entity, Mi is collected for ghost creation using
Definition 7. If one of the bridge entities Mjb , that is on
g
the boundary of ghost candidate Mi , has a copy on a
g
remote part p but the ghost candidate Mi has no copy
g
on p then Mi will be ghosted on remote part p.
Algorithm 2 collects ghost entities for the first layer.
For the example mesh (Fig. 5), Table 1 shows the
contents of entitiesToGhost after Step 1. Contents of
ghostParts[Mid ] are enclosed in brackets along with
each entity in Table 1.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Example of 2D ghost creation procedure with 1-layer of ghost
faces. (a) Initial mesh. (b) Mesh during 1-layer ghosting. (c) Mesh
after 1-layer ghosting.

Definition 7 (Destination part rule for 1st layer ghosts
g
g
/
Mi ). If {Mi {M b }j }, b < g, and p ∈ R[Mjb ], p ∈
g
g
R[Mi ] then p ∈ ghostParts[Mi ].

4.2.2. Step 2: Process next layer
If the number of layers specified for ghosting is
more than one, subsequent ghost layers are added after the first layer. For the next layer, entities of dig
mension g that share a bridge entity with any Mi ∈
entitiesToGhost[n − 1] are collected for ghost creation.
To make sure that the same entity is not added more
g
than once for ghosting, a visited tag is set for each Mi
marked for ghosting (see Algorithm 2, Step 2). Setting
visited tags for bridge entities cuts down the computation time of the algorithm as the same entity is not processed again when computing subsequent ghost layers.
g
For an entity Mk in the second to nth layer, destination parts are decided using Definition 8 where an
g
entity Mk that shares a bridge entity Mib with one
or more ghost candidates of the previous ghost layer
g
g
(Ml . . . Mm ) is also ghosted to the destination parts
g
g
of those ghost candidates (Ml . . . Mm ). Algorithm 3
gives the pseudo code for N th layer entity collection
that decides destination parts using Definition 8. As
an example, the 1-layer ghost creation in Fig. 5 is extended for two layers in Fig. 6 which shows ghost entity collection for two layers. The second layer bridge
vertices are depicted by blue circles around them.
Definition 8 (Destination part rule for nth (n > 1)
g
g
layer ghost Mk ). If {Mk {M b }i } where {Mib {M g }l }
. . . {Mib {M g }m } s.t. {M g }l . . . {M g }m ∈ entities
ToGhost[n − 1], then ghostParts[Mkg ] = ghost
Parts[{M g }l ] ∪ · · · ∪ ghostParts[{M g }m ].
For example, in Fig. 6, as M22 (first layer ghost)
shares a common bridge entity M20 with M42 (second layer ghost), the ghostParts[M22 ] will be added
to ghostParts[M42 ]. Table 2 gives the contents of vector entitiesToGhost after Step 2. Contents of ghost
Parts[Mid ] are enclosed in brackets along with each
entity in Table 2.
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Algorithm 1. Create_Ghosts(M, g, b, n)
Data: distributed mesh M , ghost dimension g, bridge dimension b, number of ghost layers n
Result: Creates ghosts on the distributed mesh M
begin
/* Step 1: collect ghost entities in the first layer
getGhostEnts(M, g, b, n, entitiesToGhost);
/* Step 2: Process next ghost layer if n > 1
for lyr ← 2 to n do
processNLayers(M, g, b, lyr, entitiesToGhost);
end for

*/
*/

/* Step 3: Do one round of communication to eliminate duplicate remote
entities
*/
removeDuplicateEnts(M, entitiesToGhost[0]);
/* Step 4: Exchange entities and update ghost information
exchangeGhostEnts(M, g, entitiesToGhost);
/* Step 5: Store ghost information in the part
ghostRule → [g, b, n]
end

4.2.3. Step 3: Eliminate duplicate entities
A part boundary entity exists on multiple parts so
many parts can collect it for ghost creation to the same
destination part. For this reason, Table 1 and Table 2
have duplicate vertex entries marked by a ∗ . Once all
ghost entities and their downward adjacent vertices
are collected for ghosting, one round of neighborhood
communication needs to be performed among the process neighborhood to eliminate duplicate ghost creation messages. The communication step introduces
minimal overhead as: (i) It is only performed for the
inner most ghost layer next to the part boundary as
this ghost layer may have duplicate part boundary entities; (ii) It utilizes IPComMan neighborhood communication which restricts the communication to a
set of neighboring processors. Algorithm 4 gives the
pseudo code for eliminating duplicate ghost creation
messages.
One round of communication is performed in Algorithm 4 to determine duplicate ghost creation messages. If multiple parts intend to send ghost creation
message for Mid to the same destination part p, after
this step only the part having minimum part id will
send the ghost creation message of Mid to p. For the
example mesh in Fig. 6, both P0 and P1 collect M10 for
sending it to P2 but after Algorithm 4 eliminates duplicate entities, only P0 sends M10 to P2 . Table 3 shows
the contents of entitiesToGhost after eliminating dupli-

*/
*/

cate entries for remote copies. Duplicate entities with
a ∗ on them are no more there.
4.2.4. Step 4: Exchange entities and update ghost
copies
This step creates ghost entities on destination parts
by exploiting neighborhood communication pattern
and message packing features of IPComMan [23].
Mesh entities are exchanged by first exchanging ghost
vertices and then the ghost entities of dimension g.
Step 4 of Algorithm 1 creates ghost entities on destination parts. Algorithm 5 is the pseudo-code that exchanges the entities contained in entitiesToGhost. After creating ghosts on the destination parts, ghost entities are assigned their owner entity and owning part ID
to synchronize them with their owner. Entities owning
the ghosts also receive back information about newly
created ghosts based on which they can keep a track of
their ghost copies. Algorithm 5 step 5.1 sends the message to the destination parts to create new ghost entities. For each Mid collected for ghost creation, each
part which sends a message composed of the address
of Mid on the local part p and the information of Mid
necessary for entity creation, which consists of
• Owner entity information (to notify the owner
about the ghost entity created).
• Owner part information.
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Algorithm 2. getGhostEnts(M, g, b, n, entitiesToGhost)
Data: distributed mesh M , ghost dimension g, bridge dimension b, number of layers n, entitiesToGhost
Result: Collect first-layer entities to ghost in container entitiesToGhost
begin
/* Collect entities-to-ghost and their downward adjacent vertices

*/

/* Step 1 For every part boundary bridge entity Mib , check its upward
g
adjacent entity Mj for ghosting
*/
b
foreach Mi on part boundary do
g
foreach Mj ∈ {Mib {M g }} do
g
/* Step 1.1 If Mj does not exist on a remote part p where Mib
g
exists on p, collect Mj for ghosting on p
*/
foreach part ID p ∈ R[Mib ] do
g
if p ∈
/ R[Mj ] then
insert Mjg in entitiesToGhost[g];
g
insert p in ghostParts[Mj ];
end if
end foreach
g
/* Step 2: Mark Mj as visited (if multiple ghost layers)
if n > 1 then
g
set Mj ← visited = true;
end if
end foreach
/* Step 3: Mark the bridge entity as visited (if multiple ghost
layers)
if n > 1 then
set Mib ← visited = true;
end if
end foreach
end

*/

*/

Table 1
Contents of vector entitiesToGhost after Step 1 “Collect ghost entities” of ghost creation algorithm
P0
entitiesToGhost[0]

entitiesToGhost[1]

M10 {2}, M40 {1}
M12 {1, 2}

• Geometric classification information (so that the
created ghost entity also has the same geometric
classification).
• Topology information (whether the entity is a vertex, line segment, triangle, quadrilateral, hexahedron, tetrahedron, prism or pyramid).

∗

P1

P2

∗

M10 {2} , M20 {0, 2},
M90 {0}, M60 {0, 2}

M40 {1} , M70 {0},

M32 {0, 2}, M82 {0, 2},
M22 {0, 2}

M62 {0, 1}, M52 {0},
M72 {0, 1}

∗

M80 {0, 1}, M90 {2}

• Vertices information (if non-vertex).
• Attached data (if any).
Every non-vertex entity (edge, face or region) carries along the vertex information as it is required to
create a new non-vertex entity on the destination part.
For example, in Fig. 6, when M22 is sent to P2 , it takes
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Algorithm 3. processNLayers(M, g, b, lyr, entitiesToGhost)
Data: M (distributed mesh), g (ghost dimension), b (bridge dimension), n (number of ghost layers),
entitiesToGhost
Result: Collects entities for ghosting nth layer
begin
/* Step 1 Process n − 1th layer to get nth layer
g
foreach Mi ∈ entitiesToGhost[n − 1] do
/* Step 1.1 For Mig , get its downward adjacent bridge entities
g
foreach Mkb ∈ {Mi {M b }} do
/* Step 1.2 If Mkb is visited, continue with next bridge entity
if Mkb ← visited == true then
continue;
end if
/* Step 1.3 For the downward adjacent bridge Mkb , get upward
adjacent entities of dimension g.
g
foreach Mj ∈ {Mkb {M g }} do
/* Step 1.4 If the upward adjacent entity Mjg is not visited,
update its ghostParts and collect it for ghosting
if Mjg ← visited == true then
continue;
end if
g
insert Mj in entitiesToGhost[n];
g
g
g
ghostParts[Mj ] ← ghostParts[Mj ] ∪ ghostParts[Mi ];
g
/* Step 1.5 Set visited tag Mj so that it is not processed
again
g
Mj ← visited = true;
end foreach
end foreach
/* Step 1.6 Set visited tag of bridge entity Mkb so that it is not
processed again
b
Mk ← visited = true;
end foreach
end
along address of M22 on P1 (owner entity information),
P1 (owner part information), geometric classification,
topology information (triangle), address of M10 , M20
and M50 (downward adjacent vertices) on the destination part P2 .
Step 4.2 creates a new entity Mid on Pi for the
message A received on Premote (sent in Step 4.1). The
newly created ghost entity updates information about
its owner entity and the part where owner entity exists. This information is extracted from the message received. For example, M22 is created on P2 using the

*/
*/
*/

*/

*/

*/

*/

topology information, vertex coordinates and geometric classification from the message A. P2 then adds the
address of M22 on P0 as its owner entity and sets P0 as
the owning part id of M22 .
Step 4.3 sends back the information of the newly
created ghost entity to its owner part. For example,
in Fig. 6, when M22 is created on P2 , message B is
sent back to P0 with the ghost information of M22 on
part P2 .
In step 4.4, the owner entities of ghost objects receive back the ghost information and update their ghost
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4.2.5. Store ghost rule
Ghost information is stored in the part so that the
ghosts that becomes outdated due to mesh modification
can be restored whenever the mesh is synchronized.
Step 5 stores the ghost rule composed of [g, b, n] in the
part. For the example mesh in Figs 5 and 6, every part
will store the ghost information [2, 0, 2].
4.3. Ghost deletion algorithm

(a)

(b)

The ghost deletion procedure takes the distributed
mesh as an input parameter and removes all ghosting information within the mesh. As the ghost entities
are stored along with other mesh entities, one tempting approach for ghost deletion is to traverse the entire
mesh in search for ghost entities. However, the ghosting algorithm stores all ghost information in a separate
data structure within the part. The ghost deletion algorithm avoids traversing the entire mesh by accessing
and deleting ghost entities in constant time by utilizing
the ghost information stored in the part. Algorithm 6
is the pseudo code of the N -layer ghost deletion algorithm. entitiesToRemove[0 . . . g] is an array that holds
the ghost entities and their downward adjacent entities
that are to be deleted. Step 1 and 2 of the algorithm
checks the ghosting information of the entity.
g

• If the entity Mj is a ghost itself, the algorithm
collects it for deletion. The downward adjacent
entities of Mjg are collected for deletion if they
were created during ghost creation. Care is taken
such that any part boundary downward adjacent
entities are not deleted.
• If the entity is owner of ghosts, then the algorithm
clears its ghosting information.

(c)
Fig. 6. Example of 2D ghost creation procedure with 2 layers of
ghost faces. (a) Initial mesh. (b) Mesh during 2-layer ghosting. (c)
Mesh after 2-layer ghosting. (Colors are visible in the online version
of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)

copies. For example, in Fig. 6, after 2-layer ghosting
process, M22 on P1 will have the entries [(address of
M22 on P0 , P0 ), (address of M22 on P2 , P2 )] as its ghost
information.

Step 3 of the algorithm deletes the ghost entities
from the mesh. It starts from the ghost dimension entities first as removing lower dimensional entities earlier
can create dangling references for its upward adjacencies.

5. Performance results
This section demonstrates the strong scaling of the
ghosting procedure executed on very large meshes.
The ghost creation and deletion algorithm is applied to
a mesh with 133 million elements on a patient specific
abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) model (see Fig. 7).
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Table 2
Contents of vector entitiesToGhost after Step 2 “Process next layer” of ghost creation algorithm
P0
entitiesToGhost[0]

entitiesToGhost[1]

M10 {2}, M40 {1}

M12 {1, 2}

entitiesToGhost[2]

∗

P1

∗

P2

M10 {2} , M20 {0, 2},
M30 {0, 2}, M60 {0, 2},
M90 {0}

M40 {1} , M70 {0, 1},

M32 {0, 2}, M82 {0, 2},
M22 {0, 2}

M52 {0}, M62 {0, 1}, M72 {0, 1}

M42 {0, 2}

M52 {1}

M80 {0, 1}, M90 {0}

∗

Algorithm 4. removeDuplicateEnts(M, entitiesToGhost(d))
Data: M distributed mesh, entitiesToGhost[d]
Result: Eliminates duplicate ghost entity creation messages
begin
/* Step 1: For all part boundary entities collected in
entitiesToGhost[d], send a message to the parts having their remote
copies
*/
foreach Mkd ∈ entitiesToGhost[d] do
/* If Mkd is not a part boundary entity, proceed with the next entity
*/
if Mkd is not on part boundary then
/* Continue with next Mkd ∈ entitiesToGhost[d]
*/
continue;
end if
foreach destId ∈ ghostParts[Mkd ] do
foreach p ∈ R[Mkd ] do
send message A(address of Mkd on p, destId) to p;
end foreach
end foreach
end foreach
/* Step 2: Receive message from other parts that are sending ghost
creation message of the same part boundary entity to destination
part ’destId’
*/
while part Premote receives message A from part p(address of Mkd on p, destId) do
/* Step 3: Check if the remote part is also sending Mkd to the same
destination destId.
*/
if destId ∈ ghostParts[Mkd ] & ID(p) < ID(Premote ) then
/* Step 4:Part Premote with minimum part id will send Mkd to destId */
remove Mkd from entitiesToGhost[d];
end if
end while
end

The mesh is obtained through anisotropic mesh adaptation of a mesh obtained from previous adaptive cycles
[26,36].

The scaling studies are applied on two massively
parallel architectures, Hopper, a Cray XE6 [5,14] at
National Energy Research Scientific Computing Cen-
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Table 3
Contents of vector entitiesToGhost[0] after Step 3 “Eliminate duplicate entities” of ghost
creation algorithm
entitiesToGhost[0]

P0
0
M1 {2}, M40 {1}

P1
0
M2 {0, 2}, M30 {0, 2},
M60 {0, 2}, M90 {0}

P2
0
M7 {0, 1}, M80 {0, 1}

Algorithm 5. exchangeGhostEnts(M, g, entitiesToGhost)
Data: M (distributed mesh), entitiesToGhost,n (number of ghost layers)
Result: Create ghost entities on destination parts and notify back their owners
begin
/* Step 4: Create ghost entities on destination parts for all entitites
in entitiesToGhost
*/
foreach d ← 0 to n do
/* Step 4.1: Send message with ghost information
*/
foreach Mid ∈ entitiesToGhost[d] do
foreach part ID p ∈ ghostParts[Mid ] do
send message A(address of Mid on p, owner of Mid , information of Mid ) to p;
end foreach
end foreach
/* Step 4.2: Receive message with ghost information
*/
while Premote receives message A(address of Mid , owner of Mid , information of Mid ) from part p do
create Mid with information of Mid in message A;
Pown ← owning part of Mid ;
/* Step 4.3:Notify the owner about ghost information
*/
send message B(address of Mid on Premote , address of Mid on Pown ) to Pown ;
end while
/* Step 4.4: update ghost copy information on owner part
*/
d
d
while Pown receives message B(address of Mi on Premote , address of Mi on Pown ) from Premote do
save the address of Mkd on Pown as for ghost copy on Premote ;
end while
end foreach
end

ter and Shaheen, an IBM Blue Gene/P [15] at King
Abdullah University of Sciences and Technology. The
Blue Gene/P is a 32-bit architecture with four 850MHz PowerPC 450 CPUs per node, with three cache
levels, 4GB DDR2 SDRAM per node. It has five different networks: 3D torus with 425 MBps in each direction, global collective with 850 MBps, global barrier and interrupt, JTAG, and 10 Gigabit Ethernet (optical). The Blue Gene/P’s MPI implementation uses
the Deep Computing Messaging Framework (DCMF)
as a low level messaging interface. It also has a 3D
torus topology for point-to-point communication and
its MPI implementation supports three different protocols depending on the message size.

Hopper has 6384 nodes where each node is configured with two twelve core AMD Magny Cours 2.1
GHz processors per node. It has a 32 GB or 64 GB
DDR3 1333 MHz memory per node. Each core has
its own L1 and L2 caches with 64 GB and 512 KB
resp. There is a 6 MB L3 cache shared between every 6 cores on the Magny Cours processors. Hopper compute nodes are connected via a custom highbandwidth, low latency Gemini network with a 3D
torus topology which has a routing capacity of 168
GB/s and a bandwith of 9.8 GB/s per Gemini chip. The
Gemini network efficiently supports MPI with millions
of MPI messages per second and has an inter-node latency on the order of 1 microsecond. The peak GFlop
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Algorithm 6. deleteGhostEnts(M)
Data: a ghosted mesh M
Result: Deletes all ghost entities in the mesh
begin
/* Step 1: Collect the top-level ghost entity and its downward adjacent
entities (if they are not part boundary entities)
*/
g
foreach Mj ∈ ghost information stored in the part do
g
if Mj ← isGhost then
g
entitiesToRemove[g] ← Mj ;
foreach d ← 0 to g do
foreach Mkd ∈ {M d {Mjg }} where d < g do
if Mkd ← isGhost then
entitiesToRemove[d] ← Mkd ;
end if
end foreach
end foreach
end if
/* Step 2: If the entity is owner of a ghost, clear its ghosting
information
*/
g
if Mj ← hasGhosts then
Clear ghost information;
end if
end foreach
/* Step 3: Delete the collected ghost entities
for d ← g to 0 do
Remove Mkd ∈ entitiesToRemove[d];
end for
end

*/

Fig. 7. Geometry and mesh of an AAA model (133 million test case) [26,36]. (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)
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rate for each core is 8.4 GFlops/core making it 201.6
GFlops/node. By default, the compute nodes run a restricted low-overhead operating system optimized for
high performance computing called “Cray Linux Environment” [14].
All available cores per node on both machines were
used for the tests. For strong scaling results, the tests
were executed on 512 to 32,768 processors on each
supercomputer and scalability was measured using the
following equation. The scalability equation consists
of (1) nproc–base : the number of base MPI processes.
For our scaling study, the number of base MPI processes is 512. (2) timebase : execution time of algorithm
on base MPI processes nproc–base (i.e. execution time
on 512 processes for this study). (3) nproc–test : the number of processes used in the test case (for our study
it ranges from 1024 till 32,768). (4) timetest : the algorithm execution time on the number of processes
nproc–test . The execution time is measured in seconds.

the execution time of ghost deletion algorithm with 1layer on the same input parameters. As the strong scaling tests address a fixed-size problem, with the increase
in core count, a larger percentage of mesh entities
are between inter-part boundaries. This leads to growing number of entities being ghosted, and more interprocessor communication is needed, whereas the parts
are being less loaded with mesh entities. This explains
why the scaling for ghost creation process starts falling
with increasing processor count (from 1024 processors
and onwards, the scaling factor decreases). There is a
superlinear scaling for the first step in the AAA mesh
as the entities to be ghosted decrease slightly (33.29 M
to 30.6 M) when stepping from 1024 to 512 parts. This
happened due to the fact that the ghosting process depends on mesh partitioning, the number of ghost entities is less if the mesh partitioning algorithm keeps
maximum adjacent entities on the same part [4,25].
For the ghost deletion algorithm, once again the
number of mesh entities to be deleted grow with increasing processor count which leads to reduced scalability. Only in the case of 1024 processors, when the
number of ghost entities to be deleted slightly decrease
from ghost entity count at 512 processors, there is a
super-linear scaling.
It can be seen from Table 4 that the Cray was able
to perform ghost creation faster than BG/P; one rea-

scalability = (nproc–base ∗ timebase )
/(nproc–test ∗ timetest )
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(1)

Table 4 demonstrates the execution time of ghost
creation algorithm with 1-layer on input parameters
{g = 3, b = 0, numLayer = 1} (ghost dimension: region, bridge dimension: vertex). Table 5 demonstrates

Table 4
1-layer ghost creation execution time (s) on Cray XE6 and Blue Gene/P (N/proc is number of MPI processes, E/ghosted
is the number of ghost entities created)
Test case

Machine

Cray XE6

N/proc

512

1024

2048

4096

8192

16384

32768

E/ghosted

33.29M

30.6M

40.19M

52.34M

68.29M

87.98M

115M

Time (s)

30.88

11.86

7.87

5.36

3.53

2.31

1.67

Scaling

1

1.30

0.98

0.72

0.55

0.49

0.30

E/ghosted

33.29M

30.6M

40.19M

52.34M

68.29M

87.98M

115M

Time (s)

134.09

49.80

34.22

23.01

15.07

9.95

7.01

Scaling

1

1.34

0.98

0.73

0.56

0.42

0.30

AAA 133M
Blue Gene/P

Table 5
1-layer ghost deletion execution time (s) on Cray XE6 and BG/P (E/deleted is the number of ghost entities deleted)
Test case

Machine

Cray XE6

N/proc

512

1024

2048

4096

8192

16384

32768

E/deleted

33.29M

30.6M

40.19M

52.34M

68.29M

87.98M

115M

Time (s)

1.65

0.61

0.42

0.25

0.16

0.10

0.06

Scaling

1

1.35

0.98

0.825

0.65

0.51

0.43

E/deleted

33.29M

30.6M

40.19M

52.34M

68.29M

87.98M

115M

Time (s)

4.00

1.67

1.05

0.71

0.47

0.27

0.2

Scaling

1

1.19

0.95

0.71

0.53

0.46

0.31

AAA 133M
BG/P
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son for this is the difference in processor speed (2.1
GHz vs. 850 MHz). Another factor that comes into
play is the nature of the ghost creation process which is
communication intensive, Cray has 24 cores/compute
node (vs. 4 cores/compute node of BG/P), so much
of the communication is carried out within the same
node resulting in faster data exchange. As the ghost
deletion process employs no communication, it can be
seen from Table 5 that Cray performs approximately
2.4 times faster than BG/P which is solely due to the
difference in processor speed.
Figure 8 shows how scalability varies as the number of ghost entities, being created, increase. Figure 9
compares scalability with ghost entities deleted. As the
number of cores get doubled, the ghost entities to be
created and deleted also increase which brings down
the strong scaling factor.

To test the performance of N -layer ghost creation
algorithm with different number of layers, the AAA
test case was executed on 1024 processors on Cray
XE6 and BG/P with number of layers from 1 to 5.
Table 6 demonstrates the execution time of N -layer
ghost creation algorithm in seconds with input parameters [g = 3, b = 1, n = 1 . . . 5] (ghost dimension:
region, bridge: edges). Table 6 shows how the number
of ghosted entities increase with increasing layer count
by an amount comparable to the number of entities in
the first layer. As the number of layer increases to 5,
the number of ghost entities reach close to the size of
the mesh. The efficiency of N -layer ghost creation algorithm denoted as En is based on the execution time
of creating 1 ghost layer on 1024 processors and the
increase in total number of ghost entities after ghost
layers are added, E/ghosted. It is calculated using

Fig. 8. An increase in Ghosted entities created per part lead to decreased ghost creation scalability on Cray XE6 and BG/P (test case: 133M air
bubbles mesh). (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)

Fig. 9. An increase in ghosted entities deleted per part lead to decreased scalability on Cray XE6 and BG/P (test case: 165M air bubbles mesh).
(Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)
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Table 6
N -layer ghost creation execution time (s) on 1024 processors (E/ghosted is the number of
ghost entities created, En is the efficiency of N -layer ghost creation algorithm)
Test case

n=1

n=2

n=3

n=4

n=5

E/ghosted

17M

37.9M

57.6M

76.5 M

93.7M

Time (s)

8.86

16.2

21.55

26.12

30.8

En

1

1.21

1.15

1.52

1.58

E/ghosted

17M

37.9M

57M

76M

93.7M

Time (s)

35.44

64.80

87.1

105.67

122.70

En

1

1.19

1.36

1.49

1.59

Machine

Cray XE6
AAA 133M
BG/P

Table 7
Weak scaling of ghost creation/deletion algorithms
N /Proc

Mesh size

tcreate (s)

tdel (s)

Avg. ghosts/Proc

SG

St_create

St_del

32
256

265, 872
2, 126, 662

0.45
0.49

0.18
0.19

2,547
2,889

1
0.88

1
0.92

1
0.95

2048
16384

17, 010, 572
136, 084, 576

0.80
0.61

0.29
0.21

3,266
3,370

0.78
0.76

0.56
0.76

0.62
0.86

Notes: tcreate is the execution time (s) to create ghost entities, tdel is the execution time (s) to delete
ghost entities, SG is scaling result based on average number of ghost entities, St_create and St_del
is scaling based on execution time of ghost creation and deletion algorithms.

En =

(timebase ∗ (1+ ↑ in E/ghosted))
.
timetest

(2)

It can be seen that as the number of ghost layers
increase, the efficiency of the N -layer algorithm also
keeps on increasing by this measure. This is due to the
fact that as the number of ghost layers increase, the part
boundary entities diminish from the ghost candidates
as they are already handled in inner-most ghost layers
(mostly in the 1st ghost layer) and thus one additional
round of communication which is being done in Algorithm 4 solely for part boundary entities is not carried
out which results in improved efficiency.
Table 7 presents the weak scaling results of ghost
creation and deletion algorithm on input type [g = 3,
b = 0], i.e. ghost regions, bridge vertices. The test case
used for the weak scaling study is the cube test case
shown in Fig. 10. The test series increases the number
of processors from 32 to 16,384 in multiple of 8 on
the Cray XE6 machine. The mesh size also varies in
multiples of 8 (app.) along with the increasing processor count. SG represents scaling of average number of
ghost entities per processor based on 1024 processors.
SG =

Avg. no. of ghosts on n/procbase
Avg. no. of ghosts on n/proctest

(3)

St_create and St_del represent scalability of ghost creation and deletion algorithm based on the execution

Fig. 10. The CUBE test case (adapted mesh). (Colors are visible in the online version of the article; http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/
SPR-130361.)

time on 1024 processors. Scalability by execution time
can be calculated using Eq. (4)
St = timebase /timetest .

(4)

The average number of ghost entities in Table 7
varies as number of ghosts are dependent on entity
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neighborhood which is based on graph partitioning
and can be different in every case [4,25]. When the
processor count increases by a factor of 8, inter-part
boundaries will also increase proportionately but the
graph partitioning and load balancing algorithms will
try to keep adjacent entities on the same part to reduce inter-part communication. Table 7 shows a jump
of 0.31 s (resp. 0.10 s) in tcreate (resp. tdel ) between
256 and 2048 processors. The time spent in ghost
creation/deletion is measured by taking the maximum
time among all processes. As the number of ghost creation messages (resp. ghost entities to be deleted) depends on mesh partitioning and neighborhood, each
part will have variable work load assigned and the part
having greater ghost messages to process (resp. ghost
entities to delete) will take more time which effects the
scaling factor.

6. Usage example: Parallel Super-convergent
Patch Recovery (SPR) based error estimator
This section demonstrates the performance results
of the ghosting procedure applied to an application.
A weak scaling performance study is presented to
show that the ghosting algorithm, when applied to applications like SPR based error estimation, can scale
efficiently on massively parallel architectures using
high core count of 32,768 processors.

In a parallel adaptive finite element simulation, a
posteriori error estimation and correction indication
is an important component. A parallel error estimation procedure has been developed based on the Superconvergent Patch Recovery (SPR) scheme [37]. In the
error estimation procedure, a C 0 continuous gradient
field is recovered from the original C −1 discontinuous
field, and the error is defined as the difference between
the recovered and original fields.
A key step of the recovery of a given nodal degree
of freedom (associated with a mesh vertex, Mi0 ) employs a local least-square fitting scheme over the patch
of elements (mesh regions {Mi0 {M 3 }}) surrounding
the node (or the mesh vertex Mi0 ). Therefore, the complete field information of the nodal patch is required.
In the context of a parallel analysis based upon a distributed mesh, a set of mesh vertices is characterized
as being located on mesh partition boundaries. Consequently, the corresponding nodal patch of such a vertex
is distributed among several mesh partitions, thus not
complete within a local part. In order to form a complete patch on a local mesh part, and in the meantime,
to avoid extensive communication cost between mesh
parts, the parallel SPR based error estimator was written to take advantage of the ghosting functionality by
creating a layer of ghost mesh regions.
Algorithm 7 gives the steps for the error estimation procedure using ghosting. Step 1 loads the mesh
and solution data and sets up the nodal field correctly.

Algorithm 7. Error_Estimator(M, F)
Data: Distributed Mesh M , Solution field data F
Result: Calculate the error field, elemental error indicator and new desirable mesh size
begin
/* Step 1: Load the mesh and solution data, setup the nodal field
correctly
*/
Mesh loading and field data setup;
/* Step 2: Create one layer of ghost regions with bridge vertices
*/
Create_Ghosts(M, REGION, VERTEX, 1);
/* Step 3: Conduct the on-part SPR procedure
*/
On-part (serial) SPR Procedure applied on M and F ;
/* Step 4: Calculate the error field, elemental error indicator and new
desirable mesh size using Equations 5, 7 and 6
*/
Error field computation;
Elemental error indication and new mesh size calculation;
/* Step 5: Delete the ghost entities
*/
deleteGhostEnts(M);
end
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Step 2 creates “1” ghost layer of mesh regions on part
boundaries using bridge dimension “VERTEX”. The
field data attached to the mesh entities is also carried
along with the ghosts. After the ghosting process is
done, it is guaranteed that each mesh vertex on any
local part (including the ones on part boundary) has
a complete local patch of elements on the same mesh
part. Therefore no extra inter-part communication is
required to form the local nodal patch.
In Step 3, each local mesh partition including the
ghosted entities is regarded as an independent serial
mesh since further communication is no longer needed.
For each non-ghosted mesh vertex on the local part,
the SPR procedure recovers the C 0 gradient field ε∗
based on the least-square fitting scheme over the complete nodal patch [33]. Note that the ghosted mesh vertices are not processed by the SPR procedure since
they are essentially duplicated copies of certain nonghosted entities on other mesh parts.
Step 4 calculates the error field, elemental error indicator and desirable mesh size. As the exact solution 
is unknown, the error e can only be estimated. In this
SPR based approach, the recovered solution ε∗ is used
to replace the exact solution. The error field computation equation is done using the following Eq. (5) from
reference [33]:
e ≈ e∗ε = ε∗ − εh .

(5)

After the error field computation, the elemental error
indication is carried out by integrating of the error over
the element domain. The desirable mesh size is calculated through an h-adaptive procedure based on Eq. (6)
from reference [33]:
current
hnew
× re ,
e = he

(6)

where hnew
and hcurrent
denote the new and current
e
e
mesh sizes respectively. And the size scaling factor re
is computed based on the Eq. (7) from reference [33]:
2
2p+d

re = e ε e



η 2 ε∗
n
i=1

2
2d
2p+d



1
2p

,

(7)

eε i

where d and p are respectively the dimension and polynomial order of elements in the part mesh. e is an element in the mesh. The goal is to ensure the relative
percentage error in L2 norm of the error in the selected
quantity η is below a given limit.
Due to the ghost layers, there is no inter-part communication required in Step 4. After the error estima-
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tion procedure is completed, Step 5 deletes the ghost
entities that were created as part of Step 2. With the application of ghosting, the overall communication cost
of the parallel error estimator can be reduced to the
one-time ghosting process in Step 2 as there is no other
form of inter-part communication required.
Figure 11 gives the visualizations of the various
steps of the parallel SPR error indicator. The visualizations are demonstrated on a finite element based
electro-magnetic analysis example problem using ParaView [13].
A weak scaling study of the parallel SPR error estimator was carried out on Hopper, Cray XE6 from 64
to 32,768 processors. The test case used for the study
is the electro-magnetic analysis example problem in
Fig. 11(a). Uniform mesh refinement was carried out
to generate partitioned meshes of desirable sizes (multiples of 8). Table 8 gives the weak scaling results of
the error estimator where St represents its scalability which is calculated using Eq. (4). The execution
time is the average time the error estimator procedure
spends in computation (Algorithm 7 Steps 2–5). Savg
represents the scaling of average number of ghost entities per processor which is calculated using Eq. (3).
Once again, the weak scaling factor drops slightly as
the inter-part boundaries increase proportionately with
increasing processor count which subsequently cause
the average number of ghost entities per processor to
increase.
To further demonstrate the usefulness of the ghosting algorithm applied to the parallel SPR error estimator, a similar parallel SPR algorithm without ghosting
is also being developed. Algorithm 8 gives the outline
of the procedure.
As given in Algorithm 8, the SPR procedure without ghosting is performed in two separate steps (Steps
2 and 4) in order to treat the interior and boundary
mesh vertices accordingly whereas there is just one
step of SPR in the algorithm with ghosting (Step 3 of
Algorithm 7). In terms of communication costs, two
rounds of inter-process communication are required to
collect the input and synchronize the output data of the
SPR calculation across part boundaries without ghosting (Steps 3 and 5 of Algorithm 8), which is not as efficient as the single step ghosting process (Step 2 of Algorithm 7). Therefore, it is more advantageous to apply
ghosting procedure to the parallel SPR error estimator
in terms of computational performance.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 11. SPR Error Estimation with ghosting applied on example electromagnetic mesh. (a) Initial mesh (Step 1). (b) Initial field data (Step 1).
(c) Mesh after 1-layer ghosting (Step 2). (d) Error field data after on-part SPR procedure (Step 3). (e) Size field data after Step 4 (error
field calculation and new desirable mesh size). (f) Mesh after Ghost deletion (Step 5). (Colors are visible in the online version of the article;
http://dx.doi.org/10.3233/SPR-130361.)
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Table 8
Weak scaling of SPR Error Estimator Procedure (Stime and Savg are the scaling
results based on execution time and average number of ghosts resp.)
N /Proc

Mesh size

Time (s)

Avg. ghosts/Proc.

Stime

Savg

64
512
4,096
32,768

61,8432
4,947,456
39,579,648
316,637,184

10.30
10.21
10.81
12.7

5,214
5,629
5,928
6,270

1
1
0.95
0.81

1
0.92
0.88
0.83

Algorithm 8. Error_Estimator_Without_Ghosting(M, F)
Data: Distributed Mesh M , Solution field data F
Result: Calculate the error field, elemental error indicator and new desirable mesh size
begin
/* Step 1: Load the mesh and solution data, setup the nodal field
correctly
*/
Mesh loading and field data setup;
/* Step 2: Perform the SPR procedure to the interior mesh vertices that
have complete on-part (local) patches
*/
On-part (serial) SPR Procedure applied to M 0 s on part interior;
/* Step 3: Collect field data across multiple parts to form complete
patches for part boundary mesh vertices
*/
Migrate necessary field data associated with entities on remote mesh parts to the owner part;
/* Step 4: Perform the SPR procedure to the part boundary mesh vertices
after the complete patches are formed
*/
Serial SPR Procedure applied to M 0 s on part boundary;
/* Step 5: Synchronize the recovered field data across the part
boundaries
*/
Update the remote copies with the recovered field of the owner copies;
/* Step 6: Calculate the error field, elemental error indicator and new
desirable mesh size using Equations 5, 7 and 6
*/
Error field computation;
Elemental error indication and new mesh size calculation;
end

7. Related work
ParFUM [19,35] is a parallel mesh database that
implements the classic node-element structure. Mesh
parts are called chunks and the communication between chunks is done implicitly through shared and
ghost entities. ParFUM allows the creation of ghost
layers on the boundary of each chunk so that applications can access solution data from its neighboring elements. The ghosting process can be done through different bridging dimension (not only vertices). Multiple
ghost layers can be added by calling the same ghosting
routine repeatedly, which adds ghost layers one after
the other [18]. However, the algorithm only creates the

highest dimension ghost element and ghost nodes in a
mesh. Each time new elements are added or ghost elements are deleted, a round of communication is carried
out to update the ghosts or ghost owners.
The SIERRA’s FEM has mesh entities on the boundary of a partition that can be shared with other parts,
although only one is chosen the owner of the entity [29]. A mesh entity that resides in a process and
is not in the closure of the process’s owned subset
is termed a ghost mesh entity. Multiple independent
computations may require their own particular subsets
of parallel ghosted mesh entities. These computationspecific ghosted subsets are mesh bulk data that is created, owned, modified and destroyed by an applica-
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tion. SIERRA uses ghost entities in computations that
gather field data from an owned entity’s neighbors [8].
Reference [7] presents Liszt, a domain specific language for constructing mesh-based PDE solvers. As
PDE solvers need to run on large distributed memory machines, the idea is to reduce synchronization between the nodes. For that, the ghost elements are created with field data and when their field values become
stale, messages are exchanged between nodes to send
updated values during the computational phase of the
solver.
A ghost exchange method in a parallel mesh representation is presented in [31]. Ghost exchange of faces
and regions are carried out for a library MOAB, used
for representing, querying and modifying structured
and unstructured meshes. Performance data for 32M
hex and 64M tet meshes is also presented.
Reference [2] presents a finite element formulation
for adaptive refinement of unstructured meshes to accurately model plastic transition zones. For parallel
computation, the mesh is partitioned into sub-meshes
assigned to each processor and the mesh is a global
data structure such that (1) each element knows and
can access the elements with which it shares an edge,
(2) each vertex is able to access all the elements to
which it is adjacent, in some cases these elements are
owned by other processors. These two goals are accomplished by having ghost copies of the non-local elements which can also be used for higher order elements. As each ghost element should have up-to-date
copies of the solution information, MPI scatter routines
are used to coordinate the updates to the ghost copies
and related data. The approach ghosts only top level
elements in a 3D mesh.
Most of above mesh libraries [2,7,19,35] use communication to update the stale ghost copies which is
done through MPI collective communication. None of
the above libraries make use of message packing or
neighborhood communication to avoid collective operations and communication overheads. Moreover, no
scalability results or performance data of the ghost creation and deletion algorithm are provided. Our ghosting algorithm also minimizes communication costs
by localizing ownership information (Section 3.2). It
avoids the use of any search operations that traverse
the entire mesh. The above mesh libraries only appear
to support ghosting for top-level mesh entities for e.g.
regions in a 3D mesh or faces in a 2D mesh, our algorithm gives flexibility to the application by creating ghosts of any topological dimension apart from the
top-level mesh entities. Some of the above libraries ap-

ply their ghosting procedures to access solution field
data from neighboring elements [29,35] though there
is no scalability data available to analyze their performance. Some of the above libraries [2,7,19] appear
to support the creation of a single ghost layer only
whereas our ghosting algorithm can be used to create
multiple ghost layers.

8. Closing remarks
In distributed meshes, ghosting provides an application with complete parallel neighborhood information. We have presented a N -layer ghost creation and
deletion algorithm that provides ghost data for all dimensions (1D, 2D or 3D) in a distributed mesh. The
algorithm supports any number of ghost layers as
specified by the application. Strong and weak scaling of the ghosting algorithm on two massively parallel architectures up to a core count of 32,768 processors were presented. With a fixed problem size, as
the processor count increases, inter-part communication also increases while computational work load decreases, which in turn affects the number of ghost entities. We have also presented the weak scaling results of the ghosting algorithm when applied to the
parallel SPR error estimating procedure on a core
count of 32,768 processors. The algorithm can further be applied to reduce the communication requirements of other applications like parallel mesh smoothing and geometric reconstruction procedures such as
subdivision surfaces.The algorithm implementation is
available as part of the FMDB implementation at
http://redmine.scorec.rpi.edu/projects/fmdb.
Additional efforts on scalability of ghosting algorithm to take advantage of multi-threaded MPI processes are desired. As HPC systems continue to grow
both in node count and core counts per node, a trend
of hybrid programming model that accounts for multicore nodes by using threads within MPI processes is
emerging. The motivation is to extend the ghosting algorithm for multi-threaded MPI processes. This can
potentially lead to reduced memory consumption and
improved scalability. We believe that by incorporating a hybrid programming model with threads and
message-passing, we can significantly reduce the communication requirements of the ghosting algorithm by
utilizing the on-node shared memory for accessing non
part-boundary neighborhood data. Another significant
aspect in improving scalability is to make an even
workload distribution during ghost creation and dele-
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tion. One step in this direction is to follow a roundrobin approach for distributing duplicate messages instead of the static approach using minimum part ID assignment given in Section 4.2.3.
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